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Welcome, Participants!

This meeting is a multi-branch cooperative effort involving the
following key CNSC divisions for this subject area:
•
•
•
•
•

Regulatory Policy Analysis Division – regulatory analysis lead
New Major Facilities Licensing Division
Systems Engineering Division – technical lead
Human and Organizational Performance Division
Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Reliability Division
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You Represent Interest in a Variety
of Reactor Technologies

Instrumentation and control (I&C), as a discipline, cuts
broadly across technologies
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This Effort – Part of Regulatory
Analysis Stage
• This early, up-front analysis is intended to result in a clearer
understanding of the regulatory or technical issues at play,
along with the options available to the CNSC to address
them
• Each of you deals with I&C design issues from a different
perspective and using different approaches (and vintages of
technologies)
• Most requirements will likely be common (gradable) but
guidance may differ
The CNSC wants to understand and consider these perspectives
as we develop requirements and guidance for this technical area
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Regulatory Development Process
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Expanding on REGDOC 2.5.2 Section 7.9
•

•

Section 7.9 of REGDOC-2.5.2, Design of Reactor Facilities: Nuclear Power
Plants, provides high-level requirements but lacks specific requirements and
guidance information on several topics, including the following:
– Organizational requirements
– Common cause failure, independence and diversity – specific to I&C
– Design for integrity
– Predictability and repeatability
– Simplicity in design
– I&C system architecture
– General requirements for programmable digital devices
For small reactors, the CNSC is now converting RD-367, Design for Small
Reactor Facilities, into REGDOC 2.5.3, Design of Reactor Facilities: Small
Reactors.

The outline we will discuss today will seek to interface with both
NPP and small reactor design requirements and guidance
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There Is a Need for Additional Detail
in Requirements and Guidance
• Vendors are proposing alternative and novel approaches to
I&C design
• Global OPEX for new build and plant updates has shown the
need for clarity around I&C requirements and guidance
–
–
–
–

EPR – Finland, France, UK, USA
AP-1000
mPower
NuScale

• Refurbishment activities include replacing or upgrading I&C
systems
• There are currently no CSA nuclear standards that specifically
cover this topic, and staff has confirmed that international
standards are not sufficient for use in Canadian regulatory
requirements
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I&C Is Evolving (1)
• Proponents are seeking an increased use of automation
– This can affect complexity of safety analysis – additional challenges
when analyzing failure modes
– Emerging technology can challenge existing requirements
o Software-based technologies can introduce additional failure paths that
are hard to characterize

• Need to have clear I&C requirements
• Human factors
– Integration of human factors into the overall design lifecycle needed
to reduce human error during design and operation
Principles apply to all reactors (graded approach)!
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I&C Is Evolving (2)
• Modular SMR I&C construction: Modules delivered “prewired”
– Factory testing/commissioning an input to site testing/commissioning
– Transportable nuclear plants (small sealed SMRs) – shipped with
embedded I&C – requirements for QA?

• “Smart equipment” - automate collection of live plant status
information for maintenance optimization, e.g.:
– Plant control systems to “switch duty” of equipment to backups
automatically – maintenance interfaces with operating equipment
– How can this equipment influence control systems (quality of
isolation devices?)
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What Is Considered in the Development of
Requirements and Guidance?
• Existing OPEX
• Lessons learned from the pre-licensing vendor’s design reviews
completed to date
• Need to incorporate MDEP digital I&C Working Group and Task Force
on Safety Critical Software (TF SCS) common positions, to the extent
practicable
• IAEA work completed to-date and taking into account information in
IAEA draft safety guides for NPP (DS-431) and SMR I&C systems
(DS-43?)
• The need to anticipate key industry questions, e.g.:
– requirements and guidance for third party certification
– platform qualification
– commercial-grade item dedication
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This REGDOC will be used in conjunction
with REGDOC 2.5.2
• New-build
– REGDOC will be used to develop the licensing basis, as part of the
application for a Licence to Construct and Licence to Operate
– REGDOC will inform vendor submissions for the I&C topic in the prelicensing vendor’s design review process

• Licensees planning extended operation or PSR
submissions
– REGDOC should be used to identify and address gaps between the
existing state of the plant and modern standards

• Other existing licensees
– The REGDOC would not have any role to play, unless a licensee or
the CNSC chose to reference the document, in whole or in part, as
part of the licensing basis
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A Quick Refresher on the Role of
Guidance
• The guidance contained in a REGDOC has the purpose to inform the
applicant, to elaborate further on requirements, or to provide direction to
licensees and applicants on how to meet requirements.
• It also provides more information about how CNSC staff evaluate
specific problems or data, during their review of licence applications.
• Licensees are expected to review and consider this guidance; if they
choose not to follow it, they should explain how their selected approach
still meets regulatory requirements.
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Today’s Goal: Your Comments
• On the document outline: Does structure look logical and
workable? Is anything missing?
• Requirements: We will show you where we are planning to
provide additional requirements to support those in
REGDOC 2.5.2 (and eventually REGDOC 2.5.3)
Note: we are not pre-consulting on wording of specific
requirements
• Guidance: Where do you feel guidance will be needed?

Thank you!
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Part 2: Walking Through the Draft TOC

1. Walk through intent of each subsection
2. Preparation for group work
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Out of Scope
• The proposed REGDOC material will exclude specifics for the
following:
– Scientific code and software used for analysis and design,
which is covered by CSA N286.7.1
– Seismic instrumentation, which is covered by
CSA N289.2
– Fire protection instrumentation, which is covered by
CSA N293
– Instrumentation and control systems for electrical distribution
systems
– Programmatic cyber security requirements, covered by CSA
290.7
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Section 4 - Safety Management in I&C
Design
• Requirements and guidance will supplement section 5 of
REGDOC 2.5.2
• Safety management in design requires the applicant or
licensee to
– Be ultimately responsible for the design of I&C systems
– Establish a management system for ensuring the
continued safety of the plant design throughout the
lifetime of the NPP
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Supplemental I&C Requirements and
Guidance for Safety Management
• To address:
– Safety assessment (section 5.6)
– Design documentation (section 5.7) for hardware and software design

• No changes anticipated for:
–
–
–
–
–

Design authority (section 5.1)
Design management (section 5.2)
Design control measures (section 5.3)
Proven engineering practices (section 5.4)
Operational experience and safety research (section 5.5)
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Supplemental I&C Requirements and
Guidance for Safety Lifecycle
– There is a need to add requirements around a structured process for
managing the software and hardware design and development
– Will not specify which lifecycle model should be used
– Will take into consideration the following:
• IEC 61513, Nuclear power plants – Instrumentation and control
important to safety – General requirements for systems
• IAEA DS-431, Design of instrumentation and control systems for
nuclear power plants
– Discussion points:
• Is additional guidance required?
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Setting Requirements for I&C Lifecycle
Activities (1)
• Hazard analysis
– I&C design requires identification and resolution of hazards that have
the potential for defeating a safety function
– I&C hazards include internal and external events as well as
conditions internal to the hardware and software
– High level requirements:
o Identifying
o Evaluating
o Resolving (eliminating or mitigating)
– Requirements will not prescribe any methodology or tool for hazard
analysis
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Setting Requirements for I&C Lifecycle
Activities (2)
• Configuration management
– The CSA or CNSC may prepare documentation on CM
– “Residual” requirements specific to I&C design
• Verification and validation
– CNSC will utilize concepts discussed in MDEP Common Position
Document (MDEP Common Position No. DICWG-03, Common
position on verification and validation through the life cycle of digital
safety systems)
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Setting Requirements for I&C Lifecycle
Activities (3)
•

Digital system development and qualification
– Will take into consideration the following:
• C-138, Software in protection and control systems
• IEC 61513, General requirements for systems
• IEC 60880, Software aspects for computer-based systems performing
category A functions
• IEC 60987, Hardware design requirements for computer-based systems
• Licensing of safety critical software for nuclear reactors: common
position of international nuclear regulators and authorised technical
support organisations
– Points for discussion
• Should this be a separate section? (for example, section 7)
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Design Coordination
•
•

•

I&C design is expected to be coordinated with human factors and cyber security
design activities
Examples:
– Coordination between I&C design and cyber security program
o The I&C design to implement the security measures that are assigned to
it by the cyber security program
o The I&C development environment to be conducted in a way that meets
the technical, procedural, and administrative requirements of the
computer security program
– Coordination between I&C design and human factors program:
o The identification of operating personnel roles and responsibilities and
other staffing requirements
o HFE in software development and testing
o Self-diagnostic reporting
o ……..
Points for discussion, is guidance required?
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Section 5: General Design Requirements

•

Supplement REGDOC 2.5.2:
– Section 7, General design requirements
– Section 6.1, Application of defence-in-depth
– Section 4.3, Safety concepts

•

Grouped into:
– Fundamental design principles
– Design for reliability
– Design for maintaining system integrity
– …..
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General Design Requirements – Supplemental
I&C Requirements and Guidance (1)

•

No changes anticipated:
– Design basis (section 5.2)
– Design to cope with aging and obsolescence mitigation (section 5.10)
o Points to discuss, is additional guidance required?
– Safety classification (section 5.3)
o Guidance in REGDOC 2.5.2 states that the number of categorizations
and classes may be chosen to allow for graded design rules
o Points to discuss, is additional guidance required to provide clarity?
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General Design Requirements – Supplemental
I&C Requirements and Guidance (2)

•

To address:
– Fundamental design principles (section 5.1)
– Design for reliability (section 5.4)
– Design for maintaining system integrity (section 5.5)
– Cyber security (section 5.6)
– Human factors engineering (section 5.7)
– Support systems for I&C (section 5.8)
– Methodology to determine setpoints (section 5.9)
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Setting Requirements for Fundamental
Design Principles
• Defence-in-depth
– There is a need to reinforce that I&C design provide adequate I&C
systems to support the overall defence-in-depth strategy for the
facility
– What additional guidance to provide clarity?
• Independence
– Additional requirements for data communication
– What additional guidance to provide clarity?
• Simplicity
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Setting Requirements for Design for
Reliability
•
•
•
•
•

Reliability requirement (section 5.4.1)
Redundancy and single failure criterion (section 5.4.2)
Diversity (section 5.4.3)
Testability (section 5.4.4)
Reliability analysis (section 5.4.5)
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Supplemental I&C Requirements and Guidance Design for Maintaining System Integrity

•

To address:
– Deterministic behaviour (section 5.5.2)
o Predictability and repeatability
– Fault detection and self-diagnostics (section 5.5.4)
– Fault tolerance and fail safe design (section 5.5.5)

•

No changes anticipated:
– Conservatism in design (section 5.5.1)
– Design to facilitate testing and maintenance during facility operation (section
5.5.3)
– Equipment qualification (section 5.5.6)
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Supplemental I&C Requirements and Guidance
Will Be Developed for…

• Cyber security
– To clarify technical cyber security measures implementation
• Human factors engineering
– Will reference (draft) CSA N290.12, Human factors engineering
• Support systems for I&C
– Computer-based system be designed insensitive to the
consequences of short-term power failures and to the potential
variations of the power supply (voltage and frequency)
• Methodologies to determine setpoints
– Will reference ISA 67.04
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Section 6: System and Equipment-Specific
Design Requirements

•

•

To address:
– Safety system I&C (section 6.1)
– Instrumentation required for accident management (section 6.5)
– Control facilities
o The secondary control room (section 6.6.2)
No changes anticipated:
– Sensing device (section 6.2)
– Actuation device (section 6.3)
– Control systems (section 6.4)
– Control facilities
o The main control room (section 6.6.1)
o The emergency support facilities (section 6.6.3)
o Is additional guidance required to provide clarity?
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Safety System I&C - Gaps to Address

•

To address:
– Interfacing devices (section 6.1.1)
– Completion of safety systems actions (section 6.1.5)
– Priority of safety system actions (section 6.1.6)

•

No changes anticipated for:
– Automatic and manual control (section 6.1.1)
– Operational bypass (section 6.1.4)
– Spurious initiation (section 6.1.7)
– Auxiliary features (section 6.1.8)
– Is additional guidance required to provide clarity?
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Supplemental I&C Requirements and Guidance Instrumentation for Accident Management

• Designated accident monitoring instrumentation can directly measure
plant variables
• Will reference:
– (Draft) REGDOC 2.3.2, Accident Management
– IEEE 497, Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for NPPs
– CSA N290.6, Requirements for Monitoring and Display of Candu
Nuclear Power Plant Status in the Event of An Accident
• “Residual” requirements will be addressed
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Supplemental I&C Requirements and
Guidance - Control Facilities
• Transfer and testing of transfer of control from the MCR to SCR
– Take into account IEC 60965, Supplementary control points for
reactor shutdown without access to the main control room
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Group Work: 10 a.m. to 2:45 p.m.

• Please form into two groups
– We encourage the different technology types to mix, so that different
perspectives can be discussed.

• Each group will be facilitated by technical specialists, who
will moderate the discussion and answer questions
– Be respectful of others’ views
– Please record your key discussion points

• At 2:45 p.m., each group will be asked to present the results
of their discussions
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Reminder: Today’s Goal: Your
Comments
• On the document outline: Does structure look logical and
workable? Is anything missing?
• Requirements: We will show you where we are planning to
provide additional requirements to support those in
REGDOC 2.5.2 (and eventually REGDOC 2.5.3)
Note: we are not pre-consulting on specific requirements wording

• Guidance: Where do you feel guidance will be needed?
The CNSC will post information from today’s meeting on
our external website
Edocs: 4405568
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Thank You!
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